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with the wrong person or thing. The effect is irresistibly comic, because

the misrelated pLrure creates a mental picture that is the more absurd for

being unintended.
LJdy Catherine has come to Longbourn, in all the impressive state of

her chaise and four, in order to frighten Elizabeth out of marrying Darcy:

"Mr. Darcy is engaged to marry m1 daughter. '. . The engagement between

them is of a peculiar kind. From their infancy, they have been intended lor
each other. it was the fa.rourite wish of iis mother, as well as ofher's. While

in their cradies, we planned the union." g€nP' 354-55)'

Ah, Lady Catherine, g,tchat. And I shall deliver to you a brief lecture on

grammar. I know, of course, perfectly well what you mean' Yow-mean
iwhil. 

four children were] in their cradles, we planned the union'".Br-rt

what you have said, in syncopating that adverbial clause of time, allows

yo.r. h.ur.. to imagine that it was you and Lady Anne who were. in the

cradles-a picture not at all conducive to your dignity. And with the

same pen with which I score your ambiguously syncopated clause, I
providi a new illustration for Pride and Prejudice. Its caption is your own

deliciously ambiguous words: "while in their cradles, we planned the

union!"

NOTES
1 "Is it Just?" Temple Bar, 67 (1883), p. 272.
2 See his note to letter 143 in his edition of the Letters'

3 I use Chapman's edition of The Nottels of Jane Austen

A "Trivial" Jane Austen Game

suggested bY MARY HARDENBROOK

9502 Erskine Drive, Huntington Beach, CA 92646

The game is called "Creative Trivia Questions." The object is the inven-

tion of creative trivia, and it requires not only a factual knowledge of the

characters and events in the novels, but also enables the players to

exercise their own creative abilities and ingenuity.
For example: "If Mr. Woodhouse were living today and was inclinded

to put a bumper-sticker on his car, what would it say?"

6ne ...pot te might be: EATING MAY BE HAZARDOUS TO YOIIR
HEALTH.
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